
                                                                                                                                                                   

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Our role is to support government, not make decisions for it.  We can never involve ourselves or even 

comment on the decisions made by law enforcement, the courts or any prosecutor.  If a prosecutor dismisses 

a case, that is then….his/her decision and we have no control over it and will never comment regarding it.   
 

If over time, a very high percentage of cases are dismissed then, we frankly see that as a betrayal of the public 

and will not continue to invest in infrastructure and additional scanners and other equipment.  We will 

continue only because otherwise, we would be damaging the General Public.  We will however, never discuss 

any Prosecutor’s decision with others.  Our contract is very clear and, we are prohibited from doing so.   
 

If however, the “stream becomes a flood” and dismissals become endemic to the course of justice, that 

means that the vast majority of the public is being greatly disadvantaged and, our contract allows for us to 

withdraw.  We will not discuss it and certainly not complain.  The contract does not allow us to make any 

statements whatever regarding that but, we will view the system as unfair and as having collapsed.  We will 

then provide notice that does not reference any cause and, quietly retrieve our equipment so that it can be 

moved and used more successfully elsewhere.   
 

Note also that we prepare a report for automatic submission that goes to local law enforcement, to the DMV 

and also State Police, of each vehicle on the road that both DMV data and that of the insurance industry 

confirm have confirmed as uninsured.  Part of the submission includes records of actual events…. those date 

and time stamps along with GPS locations of use on a public roadway.  

 

If advised by the Prosecutor to delete a file, that will be done prior to submission and indeed, we will do so 

without question for each and every file he or she so instructs.  We can also provide a daily spreadsheet 

which allows a Prosecutor or one of their authorized staff members to do so  easily and as noted above, the 

number dismissed is not something we will comment on.  Our only recourse under the contract is to grow the 

system more slowly or if all else fails, then end the relationship and quietly leave the jurisdiction.   

What Happens if the Violator Refuses to 

Pay, Enter Diversion or Attend Court? 
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